At Warren Rogers, we continue to lead the fuel systems management industry with
technological innovations and patent development. Since 1979, some of the largest travel
centers and convenience store chains in North America have relied upon us to dramatically
improve their levels of environmental compliance while decreasing their fuel losses and
overall maintenance costs. Many of the most notable innovations are listed below.

2020

Introduced real-time alarm management
and alert notifications, viewable via the
fuelWRAp online dashboard

2017

Developed the fuelWRAp client
U/I, for access to real-time store
activity and metrics

2018

Introduced the Warren Rogers
procurement application, giving
carriers secure access to real-time
fuel measurements and run-out
calculations

2016

2015

Introduced the first PCI-compliant,
cloud-based fuel monitoring system

Developed nationwide fuel
theft mapping

2014

2012

Introduced bio-diesel blend
audit methods; developed
advanced flow diagnostics

2003

Developed and implemented
dispenser flow rate analysis

1998

Invented (and received patent for)
Continual Reconciliation Analysis
(CR) technology; Statistical Inventory
Reconciliation Analysis (SIRA) became
certified for above ground storage
tank leak detection

Received US Patent 8666683 for
advanced flow diagnostics (methods
and equipment that can detect a line
leak or fuel dispenser theft, and can
send related alerts)

2008

Developed real-time
diagnostics and alerting

2002

Developed, tested, and
implemented meter drift analysis

1995

Deployed first hybrid automatic
tank gauge/SIR prototype

1990

SIRA became third-party
certified for underground storage
tank (UST) leak detection

1989

1984

1982

60 Minutes TV show draws attention
to the hazards of unregulated UST
systems and features our namesake
Warren Rogers on the program;
developed SIRA

1981

Led the American Petroleum Institute’s
corrosion study on factors affecting
underground storage tank failure

Developed tank geometry modeling

Developed mean time to corrosion
failure (MTCF) in conjunction with a
research project undertaken by the
American Petroleum Institute to identify
corrosion-inducing variables in the
backfills of storage tank systems and to
determine their effect on expected tank
life; MTCF was the first reliable means
of predicting expected tank life and was
implemented in the field by Getty,
Texaco, Chevron, Southland (7-Eleven),
and others, to develop their tank
replacement and upgrade programs

1979

Warren Rogers Associates founded
by Warren Rogers and Jill Jones
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